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The following bits are from October 1937, presented and formatted as they appeared in the original publication. 

“The reason so few reach the top is because no successful method has yet been devised by which a person may sit down 
and slide up hill.” 

“Anybody who expects something for nothing is all the better for being disappointed; he learns something.” 

“The world does not owe us a living.  The world is a place where we have a chance to make a living.”

“The man who questions opinions is wise; the man who quarrels with facts is a fool.” 

      “Why Worry?  There are only two reasons for worrying.  Either you are 
successful or you are not successful.  If you are successful there is nothing to worry 
about; if you are not successful there are only two things to worry about.  Your health 
is either good or you’re sick; if your health is good there is nothing to worry about; 
if you are sick there are only two things to worry about.  You are going to get well or 
you are going to die; if you are going to get well there is nothing to worry about; if 
you are going to die there are only two things to worry about.  You are either going 
to heaven or you’re not going to heaven.  If you’re going to heaven there is nothing 
to worry about; and if you are going to the other place you’ll be so doggone busy 
shaking hands with the Siuslaw and Farm Security* crowd you won’t have time to 
worry.....so why worry.  Copied (Source Unknown)” 
* Footnote from your friendly local committee member:  The Farm Security crowd 
was a reference to the Agricultural Adjustment Administration which the Siuslaw 
Forest Supervisor had responsibilities to during the depression years of the 1930’s. 
That’s another story, stay tuned. 

Another version of Why Worry was published in February 1933 (This date is assumed correct as the issue was undated but 
contained Volume and Issue numbering indicating sequential date was 1933). 

Excerpts from the “The Salt”
The Salt, sub titled “Take it With a Grain” was a Siuslaw National Forest newsletter sporadically published in the 1930’s.  Most issues contained brief reports from 
the districts, stories of employee’s field and office adventures, bits of wisdom,  an occasional joke or two (many of which could not be published in a newsletter 
today!), some historic information, poems and quotes from other publications. These newsletters give us a glimpse into forest happenings and social norms 70 
years ago.  As part of the “Fun Facts” series, the Centennial Committee will occasionally share information gleaned from The Salt. 

“Why Worry
If worrying helped any it should be encouraged.
Because worrying doesn’t help it should be discouraged.
If you worry while eating you invite indigestion.
If you worry while working you invite an accident.
If you worry while at home, you invite a family quarrel.
If you worry after you go to bed you invite a sleepless night.  
Indigestion, accidents, family quarrels and sleepless nights 
all interfere with good health. Good health invites happiness.     
Why Worry?”


